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Abstract
Most of current facial animation approaches largely focus on the accuracy or efficiency of their algorithms, or how
to optimally utilize pre-collected facial motion data. However, human perception, the ultimate measuring stick of
the visual fidelity of synthetic facial animations, was not effectively exploited in these approaches. In this paper,
we present a novel perceptually guided computational framework for expressive facial animation, by bridging objective facial motion patterns with subjective perceptual outcomes. First, we construct a facial perceptual metric
(FacePEM) using a hybrid of region-based facial motion analysis and statistical learning techniques. The constructed FacePEM model can automatically measure the emotional expressiveness of a facial motion sequence.
We showed how the constructed FacePEM model can be effectively incorporated into various facial animation
algorithms. For the sake of clear demonstrations, we choose data-driven expressive speech animation generation
and expressive facial motion editing as two concrete application examples. Through a comparative user study,
we showed that comparing with the traditional facial animation algorithms, the introduced perceptually guided
expressive facial animation algorithms can significantly increase the emotional expressiveness and perceptual
believability of synthesized facial animations.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): I.3.7 [Computer Graphics]: Three-Dimensional
Graphics and Realism-Animation H.1.2 [Models and Principles]: User/Machine Systems-Human Factors

1. Introduction
Facial expression is arguably one of the subtlest parts
in computer-generated virtual faces and characters. In the
past several decades, various research efforts have been attempted to produce realistic facial animations with humanlike emotions; nevertheless, how to efficiently measure and
synthesize highly-believable and expressive facial animations is still a challenging research topic.
The ultimate measuring stick for the visual fidelity of expressive facial animations is human perception. Currently,
in order to measure the visual fidelity and emotional expressiveness of an expressive facial animation, the most popular
means is to conduct subjective user studies where participants first view the animation and then complete evaluation
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forms [POM99]. This process is not automated (tedious human involvements), inefficient (time-consuming experiment
setup and user studies), and costly (participant cost). Therefore, the above subjective evaluation process is typically limited to an offline, post-production evaluation tool.
In this work, we inject human perception insights into
facial animation algorithms by introducing a novel computational facial perceptual metric that models the association between high-dimensional, dynamic facial motion patterns and ultimate perceptual outcomes. First, based on a
pre-recorded, high-fidelity expressive facial motion dataset,
we conducted subjective evaluation experiments (i.e., asking participants to evaluate the expressiveness of facial animation clips as a nonforced-choice task) and performed
region-based facial motion analysis and modeling. Then,
we learned a statistical perceptual prediction model (termed
as the FacePEM in this work) that is able to measure and
predict the perceptual outcomes of new facial motion sequences. Finally, we showed how to effectively incorpo-
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rate the FacePEM into various facial animation algorithms.
For the sake of clear demonstrations, we choose data-driven
speech animation synthesis and expressive facial motion
editing as two concrete application examples.
The major contributions of this work include: (1) it introduces a novel computational perceptual metric (FacePEM)
for measuring and predicting the emotional expressiveness of facial motion sequences. It naturally bridges highdimensional, dynamic expressive facial motions and ultimate human perceptual outcomes; and (2) on top of the constructed FacePEM, it introduces perceptually guided expressive facial animation algorithms, and our user study reveals
that the introduced perceptually guided algorithms are able
to significantly increase the algorithmic intelligence and the
perceptual believability of the synthesized expressive facial
animations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews recent research efforts most related to
this work. Section 3 describes how we collected and preprocessed expressive facial motion data for this work. Section 4 details how we construct our facial perceptual metric (FacePEM). Section 5 describes how we incorporate the
constructed FacePEM into data-driven expressive speech animation synthesis (Section 5.1), expressive facial motion
editing applications (Section 5.2), and user studies (Section 5.3). Finally, discussion and conclusions are presented
in Section 6.
2. Related Work
Significant research efforts have been attempted to generate
realistic facial and character animations. In this section, we
briefly review recent research efforts that are most related to
this work.
2.1. Facial Animation and Expression
Various techniques were developed to model and animate
computerized faces [DN07], including geometric deformations [SF98, PHL∗ 98, NN01, SP04, LMDN05], statistical
face models [BV99], physically-based approaches [LTW95,
SNF05], performance-driven facial animations [Wil90,
ZSCS04], and facial expression synthesis and editing [ZLGS03,JTDP03]. Recently data-driven approaches for
facial animation have achieved noticeable successes [Bra99,
CDB02, VBPP05, WSZP07]. The work of [BCS97, KT03,
CFKP04,DN06,DN08] essentially optimally recombines facial motion frames from a pre-recorded facial motion dataset
to meet novel inputs, e.g., spoken or typed input. The above
data-driven approaches often focus on the mathematical accuracy or efficiency of their algorithms, while little attention
has been paid to incorporate perceptual insights to their algorithms. For example, these techniques do not provide any
mechanism for automatically measuring the realism or expressiveness of facial animations being synthesized. In addition, automatic analysis of facial expressions (e.g., recognize

the movements of facial action units [EF78]) from images or
video streams has been a hot topic in computer vision community [PR00,TKC01,VP06]. While these approaches work
on the analysis aspect of facial expressions, our work focuses
on the synthesis side of facial expressions and animations by
inventing and exploiting a computational perceptual metric.
2.2. Perceptual Approaches for Animation
Due to the importance of human perception and cognition [Ado02, SWCCG06], perceptual approaches for graphics and animations have attracted increasing interdisciplinary interests in recent years [OHM∗ 04].
A number of studies have been conducted to measure the
association between human perception and different factors
of character animations [HOT98, OD01, ODGK03, WFM01,
RP03, WB04, MDCO06, MNO07]. Watson et al. [WFM01]
studied the visual perceptions of static 3D models (animals and man-made artifacts) that are simplified by different algorithms, in terms of the following three measurements: naming times, rating, and preferences. Researchers
also looked into perceptual sensitivity to errors in ballistic motion [RP03] and dynamic abnormalities in physicallybased simulation [ODGK03]. It was experimentally reported
that humans are more sensitive to horizontal velocity than
vertical velocity, and more sensitive to added accelerations
than added decelerations [RP03]. Perceptual studies were
also conducted to measure how different factors contribute
to human perception of character motion in various settings
including collision perception [OD01], different Level Of
Details (LODs) representation of clothing [MDCO06], and
pose update rate [MNO07]. However, measures used in character animation perceptual studies, e.g., horizontal/vertical
velocity [RP03] and angular/momentum [ODGK03], cannot be used for measuring expressive facial animations due
to the significant difference between facial animations and
character animations. As such, the findings from the above
perceptual studies and approaches cannot be directly applied
to expressive facial animations without considerable efforts.
Subjective evaluation and psychophysical experiments
have been also conducted to gain human perceptual insights on facial expressions [CBK∗ 03, CKBW04, WBCB05,
WBCB08] or lip-sync [GEP03, CPM∗ 05]. Geiger et
al. [GEP03] use two different types of perceptual discrimination experiments (an explicit visual detection task and
an implicit lip-reading task) to evaluate the realism of synthesized visual speech. Cosker et al. [CPM∗ 05] exploit and
adopt the “McGurk Effect" for the purpose of evaluating
the realism of lip-sync. Psychophysical experiments have
been conducted to study which and how animation parameters affect human perception [WBCB05, WBCB08] or study
which/how different facial regions affect the perception of
facial expressions [CKBW04]. Most of these efforts are still
centered at the qualitative side of the perceptual realism of
synthetic faces. In this work, our aim is to construct a comc The Eurographics Association 2008.
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putational perceptual metric that quantitatively models the
association between dynamic 3D facial motions and its perceptual outcomes, and further exploit this metric to build
perceptually guided expressive facial animation algorithms.
3. Data Acquisition and Preprocessing
We used a VICON optical motion capture system with ten
cameras to record high-fidelity, expressive facial motions of
human subjects at a 120 Hz sampling frequency (Fig. 1).
Four college students majoring in theatre/performing art in a
university were selected for this motion data acquisition. Attached with a total of 103 markers (95 face markers, 4 head
markers, and 4 neck markers), they were directed to speak
a number of pre-designed sentences three times. Each time
the captured subjects spoke with a different emotion (happy,
angry, or sad). Therefore, we are aware of the intended emotion label of each recorded facial motion sequence. A total of
about seventy sentences (counting all the captured subjects)
were recorded. The duration of each sentence recording is
from six seconds to twenty seconds.

Figure 1: Snapshots of the used motion capture system. The
left two panels show the system, and the right panel shows
the used facial marker configuration.
After the data acquisition, we removed head motion from
the data as follows: construct a local orthogonal coordinate
system for each motion capture frame based on the four head
markers, and then calculate rotation matrices between these
coordinate systems [NN01]. Due to the difference of the 3D
face geometries of the captured subjects, we picked one of
them as the reference face, and then transformed and aligned
the facial motions of other captured subjects with the reference face using the close-form solution proposed by Horn
et al. [HHN88]. Following their approach, we computed the
translational offset between two subjects as the difference of
their coordinate centroids. The scaling ratio was set to the ratio of the root-mean-square deviations from their respective
coordinate centroids. In this way, all the recorded facial motion data are normalized to the same 3D coordinate system
(of the reference face).
4. Construction of the Computational Perceptual
Metric for Expressive Facial Animation
In this section, we describe how we construct a statistical
facial perceptual metric. In this work, we call this perceptual metric FacePEM. Figure 2 shows the schematic view
c The Eurographics Association 2008.


of the construction of the FacePEM metric. It consists of
the following steps: (1) high-fidelity expressive facial motion data of human subjects are recorded, (2) objective facial
motion patterns are extracted by applying region-based facial motion analysis and modeling algorithms, (3) subjective
perceptual studies are conducted on facial animation clips
generated by transferring pre-recorded 3D facial motion data
to a photorealistic 3D face model, (4) a statistical perceptual prediction model (FacePEM) that directly maps facial
motion patterns to perceptual outcomes is trained and constructed, and (5) finally, given a new facial motion sequence,
the constructed FacePEM is able to automatically compute
and measure its corresponding perceptual outcomes. The
above paradigm (Fig. 2) is built on the following key observation: 3D visual facial motions are qualitatively correlated
with the perception of facial emotion in a consistent manner [DBLN06].

Figure 2: Schematic view of the construction of the computational perceptual metric (FacePEM) for measuring expressive facial animations.

4.1. Subjective Evaluations
We used 68 of the recorded facial motion sequences in our
subjective evaluation experiment. We first transferred these
facial motion sequences to a photorealistic 3D face model
using a feature point-based deformation technique [KGT00].
The resulting facial animation clips (the left of Fig. 3) enclose three different emotions (happy, angry and sad). Then,
we conducted a subjective evaluation experiment at a university classroom by showing these facial animation clips in a
random order to 30 participants. Most of the participants are
computer science undergraduate or graduate students. After viewing each facial animation clip for a maximum of
three times, the participants were required to identify their
perceived emotion as a nonforced-choice task (four options:
happy, angry, sad, and N/A) and corresponding emotional
expressiveness scale (1 to 10, 1 represents “very little emotion", and 10 represent “full/maximum emotion"). The addition of a “N/A" category could have alleviated discrimination in the experiment [FS01]. Figure 3 shows a used facial
animation clip (the left panel) and a snapshot of our subjective experiment scenario (the right panel).
After subjective evaluation results were collected, for
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Figure 3: Subjective evaluation experiment on the facial animation clips. The left shows an example of the used expressive facial animation clips, and the right shows a snapshot
of our subjective evaluation experiment scenario.

Component Analysis (PCA) space is constructed for these
motion vectors, and PCA is essentially a global transformation/reduction, there is no explicit and intuitive correspondence between global PCA eigen-vectors and localized facial movements. In this work we adopt a divide-and-conquer
strategy to partition the whole face into different facial regions: first apply a feature point based deformation technique [KGT00] to deform a static 3D face model based on
the 95 facial markers, and then use a physically-motivated
segmentation scheme proposed by Joshi et al. [JTDP03] to
divide the face into meaningful regions. The left panel of
Figure 5 shows the used 3D face model, and its right panel
shows its segmentation result. In this work, the segmentation
threshold used in the work of [JTDP03] is set to 0.3.

each facial animation clip Ai , we computed its Perceptual
happy angry sad n/a
Outcome Vector (POV), POVi = (Si
, Si
, Si , Si ).
θ
Si (θ is happy, angry, sad, or n/a) is calculated using the following equation:
N

Siθ = ( ∑ δθi, j ∗ Ei,θ j )/N

(1)

j=1

Where N is the number of the participants; δθi, j is a Kronecker Delta function which returns 1 when the jth participant perceived emotion type θ from the facial animation clip
Ai , otherwise 0; Ei,θ j indicates the perceived expressiveness
scale of emotion type θ on Ai by the jth participant. Figure 4
shows three examples of expressive facial animation clips
and their computed POVs.

Figure 4: Examples of expressive facial animation clips
and their computed Perceptual Outcome Vectors (POVs). (1)
POV: (happy=8.6, angry=0.7, sad=0.7, n/a=0), (2) POV:
(happy=0.0, angry=0.3, sad=9.7, n/a=0), and (3) POV:
(happy=1.0, angry=7.0, sad=2.0, n/a=0). The picked frame
of these clips is #110.

4.2. Facial Motion Analysis and Modeling
In the above subjective evaluation experiment, we obtained
a POV for each facial motion sequence. In this part, we employ statistical learning techniques to analyze and model the
recorded 3D expressive facial motions.
4.2.1. Face Segmentation
As described in Section 3, 95 facial markers were captured.
If concatenating 3D positions of these markers forms a vector, its dimension is high (95*3=285). If a single Principal

Figure 5: Illustration of face segmentation in this work. The
left panel shows the used 3D face model, and the right panel
shows the face segmentation result. Distinct colors represent
different regions.

Figure 6: Illustration of how the first and second most dominant PCA eigen-vectors affect the movements of the eye
region. The 8-tuples are corresponding PCA coefficients.
When the PCA coefficient of the first or second most dominant eigen-vector of the eye region is increased, the eyes
(eyebrows) tend to be more open (raised).
4.2.2. Region-Based Motion Reduction
Based on the above face segmentation, we obtain the following six facial regions: forehead, eye, the left cheek, the right
cheek, mouth, and nose. For each facial region, we apply
PCA to reduce its dimensionality while retaining more than
95% of its motion variation, and construct a truncated PCA
space for each region. In this work, to retain more than 95%
of the motion variation, the retained dimensionality is 4 for
the forehead region, 8 for the eye region, 3 for the left cheek
region, 3 for the right cheek region, 4 for the mouth region,
and 5 for the nose region. In addition, we found that regionbased PCA eigen-vectors typically intuitively correspond to
meaningful, localized facial movements in the specific facial
c The Eurographics Association 2008.
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Figure 7: Illustration of how the first and second most dominant PCA eigen-vectors affect the movements of the mouth
region. The 4-tuples are corresponding PCA coefficients.
When the PCA coefficient of the first or second most dominant eigen-vector of the mouth region is increased, the mouth
tends to be more open.

region [LD07]. Figures 6 and 7 show two examples of how
the first and second most dominant PCA eigen-vectors affect
regional facial movements (the eye region and the mouth region).
In this way, we can project any facial motion capture
frame FRMi into a reduced representation, termed as the
Locally Reduced PCA Coefficients (LRC). In this paper,
the LRC of FRMi is represented as κi . Specifically, the κi
consists of the following six components: κhi (the forehead
rc
region), κei (the eye region), κlc
i (the left cheek region), κi
m
n
(the right cheek region), κi (the mouth region), and κi (the
nose region).
4.2.3. Modeling Expressive Facial Motion Patterns
For a facial motion sequence Sk (assume a total of n facial motion frames), we obtain its corresponding LRC sequence, Sκk = κk,1 , κk,2 , · · ·, and κk,n , by using the above
region-based motion reduction. The dynamic behaviors of
facial motion sequences are controlled by a continuous control state sequence, hence we model expressive facial motion patterns using the M-order Linear Dynamical Systems
(LDS) [PRM00,CH07] given the generated LRC sequences.
We used 54 out of the 68 expressive facial motion sequences
described in Section 4.1 for this modeling, and retained the
remaining 14 for test and validation.
For each emotion and each region, a separate M-order
LDS is constructed. In other words, a total of 18 LDSs (6
regions × 3 emotions) are constructed. A LDS can be described in the following equation (Eq. 2):
xn =

m

∑ (Ai xn−i ) + vi

(2)

i=1

Here m is the order of the LDS, xi is the system state at time
step i, vi is an independent Gaussian noise, and Ai is a coefficient matrix. In this work, m (the order of the LDS) is experimentally set to 2, and xi is κθk,i where θ ⊆ {h, e, lc, rc, m, n}
(representing all the six facial regions).
c The Eurographics Association 2008.


As mentioned in the data acquisition (Section 3), the intended emotion label of every pre-recorded facial motion sequence is known. Thus, the above equation (Eq. 2) is fitted
with the LRC sequences with a specific emotion and further
solved using the least square method. For example, if SA1 ,
SA2 ,..., and SAm are the pre-recorded facial motion sequences
with the angry emotion, then we use SκeA1 ,SκeA2 ,..., and SκeAm
to fit the above Eq. 2 to obtain the Angry-EyeRegion LDS,
LDSA,e . In this paper, we represent the constructed 18 LDSs
as LDSemo,reg where emo ⊆ {H, A, S} (representing Happy,
Angry, and Sad respectively) and reg ⊆ {h, e, lc, rc, m, n}. It
should be noted that in this step we did not construct LDSs
for N/A (i.e., LDSn/a,reg ) due to the lack of proper and sufficient training data.
Based on the fitted LDSemo,reg , we further define a closeness function Pemo,reg (Sκi ) that describes the closeness
(match) of the facial motion sequence Si at a specific facial
region reg representing a specific emotion emo. If this value
is larger, it means Si is better matched with the dynamical
motion patterns of the emotion emo at the facial region reg,
and vice versa. Similar to the work of [CH07], we create this
closeness function using the following equations (Eq. 3 and
4). We create a total of 18 closeness functions Pemo,reg (all
possible combinations between three emotions and six facial
regions). Therefore, for Si , we obtain its 18 closeness values
{Pemo,reg (Sκi )}. If these closeness values are concatenated
together in a certain order as a vector, we term this vector as
the Objective Matchness Vector (OMV) of Si , represented
as OMVi in this paper.
reg

Pemo,reg (Sκi ) = G(LDSemo,reg , Sκi )
= e−E

(3)

reg

E = − ln F(Sκi ) = − ln F(x1:T )
T
F(xt |xt−m:t−1 )
= − ln Πt=m+1

≈ C∗

T

∑

t=m+1

||xt −

m

∑ (A j xt− j ) − v j ||2

(4)

j=1

Here the function G calculates the closeness value given
reg
Sκi and its corresponding fitted LDSemo,reg , the function
reg
F computes the error (deviation) when Sκi is fitted to the
constructed LDS, LDSemo,reg , and C in Eq. 4 is a user-defined
constant. In this work, it is experimentally set to 1.
4.3. Learning Facial Perceptual Prediction
For the training dataset (54 selected facial motion se54
, we have their correspondquences), represented as TrSi=1
54
ing POVs (represented as TrPOVi=1
) and OMVs (repre54
sented as TrOMVi=1 ). As described in Section 4.1, the dimensionality of the original POVi is 4. In this step, we discard its fourth component N/A and retain the other three
components (angry, happy and sad). In other words, the dimensionality of POVi is changed to 3. Note that the dimen-
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Figure 8: Cross-validation results by applying the trained SVMs to our test/validation dataset (14 facial motion sequences).
The left is for the angry component of their POVs, the middle is for the happy component of their POVs, and the right is for
the sad component of their POVs. Here red dot lines represent ground-truth perceptual outcomes obtained from the subjective
evaluation experiment, and blue solid lines represent the computed perceptual outcomes.

sionality of OMVi is still 18. Essentially, now given 54 validated mappings (correspondences) between perceptual out54
and objective facial motion pattern decomes TrPOVi=1
54
scriptions TrOMVi=1
, we need to train a statistical regression model (i.e., a facial perceptual prediction model) that
can predict POV (as output) for any OMV (as input). Leastsquare based linear fitting, the Radial Basis Functions Network (RBFs), and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) were
chosen and trained respectively. To compare the performance of these three different approaches, we used the 14
retained test/validation facial motion sequences (not used for
training) and define the following error metric (Eq. 5).

err =

Num
 i )2
(TePOVi − TePOV
∑Ti=1
T Num

(5)

Here T Num is the number of test/validation sequences
(=14 here), TePOVi is the POV of the ith test motion se i is the computed POV of the ith test moquence, and TePOV
tion sequence using our trained statistical model.
In this work, the Matlab RBFs implementation and the
LIBSVM with a RBF kernel [CL01] were used. For the
above three methods we obtained the following errors:
SVMs (1.337), RBFs (1.5749), and Linear (2.9402). SVMs
achieved the smallest error on our validation dataset. Therefore, we chose the SVMs as the statistical model for this regression step. Figure 8 shows cross-validation results by applying the trained SVMs to our validation dataset. Note that
because a POV encloses three components (angry, happy,
and sad), a separate panel of Fig. 8 is used to show the comparison of each component respectively.
Figure 9 shows the inside view of the constructed facial
perceptual prediction model (FacePEM). Given a new facial
motion sequence, this constructed model automatically outputs its corresponding POV. Then, we determine the emotion
type and its scale based on the element with maximum value.

Figure 9: Inside view of the constructed facial perceptual
prediction model (FacePEM).

5. FacePEM-Guided Facial Animation Algorithms
In this section, we describe how to effectively incorporate
the FacePEM into various facial animation algorithms and
applications. Specifically, for the sake of clear demonstrations, we chose data-driven expressive speech animation
generation (Section 5.1) and expressive facial motion editing (Section 5.2) as two concrete application examples. For
the two chosen application examples, we performed comparative user studies to evaluate the new FacePEM-guided
facial animation algorithms (Section 5.3).
5.1. Perceptually Guided Speech Animation Synthesis
To meet new spoken or typed input, data-driven speech animation synthesis approaches either synthesize novel speech
animations by sampling from the learned statistical models [Bra99, EGP02, VBPP05, WSZP07], or optimally recombine motion frames from a pre-recorded facial motion
dataset [BCS97,KT03,CFKP04,DN06,DN08]. The key part
of the latter [BCS97,KT03,CFKP04,DN06,DN08], a search
cost function can be generalized to the following formula
(Eq. 6):
Cost = PhoMtchCost +ConstrCost + SmoCost

(6)

c The Eurographics Association 2008.
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Here SmoCost describes the smoothness of the facial motion sequence being synthesized, ConstrCost describes the
match between the facial motion sequence being synthesized
and specified constraints (e.g., emotion constraints), and
PhoMtchCost describes the match between the phonemes of
the inputted novel speech and the phonemes of the facial motion sequence being synthesized.
In order to test and validate the usability of the FacePEM,
we chose and implemented the speech animation synthesis
part of [DN06, DN08] due to the reason that an emotion
match cost is included in its search cost function. In their
system, its emotion match cost EC is defined and incorporated into the search cost function (Eq. 6) in the following
heuristic way:

EC(s, Emo) = C ∗ (1 − Same(Emo, EmoLabel(s)))

(7)

Here s represents a facial motion subsequence of the prerecorded facial motion dataset, Emo represents the target
emotion specified by users, C is a constant penalty value,
EmoLabel(s) represents the intended emotion label (preplanned when s was recorded, and it can only take one of
the following three discrete values - angry, happy, and sad).
The Same function returns 1 if two input emotion types are
the same, otherwise 0. However, in the real world, generally
human subjects cannot always display facial emotions in the
0/1 mode (1 for “full specific emotion", e.g., angry, and 0
for “no emotion"), and they show emotions in the middle of
the two extreme cases. As such, the 0/1 emotion judgment
(Eq. 7) used in their work [DN06, DN08] is non-optimal.
Based on the FacePEM, we are able to reliably and automatically measure and predict the emotion type and expressiveness scale of any facial motion sequence in the runtime of the synthesis algorithm. We modified the traditional
way of computing EC (Eq. 7) to the following perceptually
guided way (Eq. 8).

EC(s, Emo) = C ∗ (1 −CalcEmo(s)[Emo])

(8)

Here CalcEmo(s) is the emotion vector (normalized to
0 ∼ 1) computed from the FacePEM, and CalcEmo(s)[Emo]
represents its expressiveness scale of emotion type Emo.
Given the same inputs, we generated expressive speech animation clips using both the traditional algorithm [DN06,
DN08] and the new FacePEM-guided algorithm. Figure 10
shows some speech animation frames synthesized by the two
approaches. We also conducted subjective user studies to
evaluate the expressiveness of these synthetic speech animation clips. Detailed user study results are described in Section 5.3.
c The Eurographics Association 2008.


5.2. Expressive Facial Motion Editing Enhanced with
Expression Cues
A number of data-driven, expressive facial motion editing
techniques [CDB02, CFP03, JTDP03, VBPP05, LD07] had
been proposed to edit facial motion sequences, e.g., increasing the expressiveness or changing their affective states.
However, all these approaches do not provide any feedback
or expressiveness cue to users when the users are performing editing operations, which imposes great difficulty and
inconvenience for the users.
To test and validate the usability of the FacePEM for facial
motion editing applications, on top of an existing expressive facial motion editing system [LD07], we incorporated
the FacePEM into the editing system in the following way:
when users modify one or several facial motion frames, or
the whole motion sequence, our FacePEM model will measure and display its updated emotion type and expressiveness
scale to the users. This timely emotion and expressiveness
cue adds a new kind of intelligence into the facial motion
editing system and greatly improves the efficiency of editing operations, e.g., alleviate the pains of the back-and-forth
tuning/editing.
Three users were asked to use both the traditional editing
system (without the emotional expressiveness cue) and the
new editing system enhanced with the FacePEM. A number
of edited expressive facial animation clips were used for a
subjective user study. Results of the subjective user study
are detailed in follow-up Section 5.3.
5.3. Results and Evaluations
In order to evaluate and quantify the effects of the above
FacePEM-guided expressive facial animation algorithms
(Section 5.1 and Section 5.2), we generated a total of 30
facial animation clips from both the traditional algorithms
(without perceptual metrics) and the new FacePEM-guided
algorithms, and then conducted subjective evaluations on
these clips. Half of the clips are from the traditional/new algorithms. 20 out of the total 30 clips are from the data-driven
expressive speech animation synthesis (Section 5.1), and the
other 10 are from the expressive facial motion editing application (Section 5.2). These 30 clips were mixed in a random
order. Similar to the evaluation procedure in Section 4.1, we
conducted a comparative user study experiment to evaluate
the emotion fidelity and expressiveness of these facial animation clips. A total of twenty participants were asked to
identify the perceived emotion type and expressiveness scale
of these clips.
We performed the One-Way ANOVA analysis on the collected experiment results. As shown in Fig. 11, facial animation clips generated by the new FacePEM-guided algorithms
achieved significantly higher average ratings. The only exception is the angry clips from the facial motion editing
application: although the FacePEM-guided algorithm still
achieved a slightly higher average rating than the traditional
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Figure 10: Side-by-side frame comparisons of expressive speech animations synthesized by a speech animation synthesis system
with/without FacePEM.

one, their scores were quite close. Our subjective evaluation
results reveal that the FacePEM metric can be effectively
incorporated into data-driven expressive speech animation
synthesis and facial motion editing, and it measurably increases the perceptual believability of synthesized expressive facial animations.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
In this paper, we present a novel computational framework
for constructing a perceptual metric (called the FacePEM) to
measure and predict the emotional fidelity of expressive facial animations, by bridging human perceptual insights with
objective facial motion patterns. The constructed FacePEM
enables the automated computation of the emotion and expressiveness scale of facial animation sequences.
We further demonstrated how the FacePEM can be effectively incorporated into various expressive facial animation
algorithms and applications. In this work, we choose expressive visual speech animation synthesis and expressive facial motion editing as two concrete application examples.
Through comparative user studies, we found that in most
cases the FacePEM-guided algorithms are able to significantly improve the intelligence and efficiencies of facial animation algorithms and measurably increase the perceptual
believability of synthesized expressive facial animations.
We employ statistical learning algorithms to construct this
computational framework including the region-based Prin-

cipal Component Analysis (PCA) for facial motion analysis, the M-order Linear Dynamical Systems (LDS) for facial
motion pattern modeling, and the Support Vector Machines
(SVMs) for learning the mapping between objective facial
patterns and subjective perceptual outcomes.
One common limitation of statistical learning approaches
is that it is hard to in advance know or predict how much data
would be enough to train well-behaviored statistical models.
The similar limitation exists in our current approach. As a
future work, we plan to look into meta learning algorithms
to alleviate this issue. Another limitation of current approach
is that we did not consider the effects of eye gaze/motion. In
our subjective evaluation experiments, we simplified the eye
motion by setting it to a fixed position. As “the windows
to the soul", eye movements are generally believed to provide important cues to the mental and emotional state of human beings. As a next step, we plan to incorporate statistical
eye motion models [DLN05] into our perceptual metric and
investigate the emotion perception effect of the eye movements.
In current work, we only considered three basic emotions:
angry, happy and sad. However, as pointed out by Ekman
and Friesen [EF78], there exist six universal facial emotions:
angry, happy, sad, fear, surprise, and disgust. In addition,
cultures might play an indispensable role in emotion perception and understanding. Currently the captured subjects
and the majority of experiment participants are Americans.
c The Eurographics Association 2008.
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Figure 11: One-Way ANOVA results of comparative subjective evaluation experiments. The left three panels are for the expressive speech animation synthesis, and the right three panels are for the expressive facial motion editing. The P-values are 0.026,
0.138, 0.011, 0.850, 0.2495 and 0.017 from left to right.

We plan to extend our framework to enclose more emotion
types and model the culture-dependent issue of the computational facial perceptual metrics. In the future we also plan to
remove the idiosyncratic behaviors of recorded data and extract pure facial emotional signals in the data preprocessing
step [JL08].
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